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Two novel satellite LiDAR missions —GEDI and ICESat-2— are currently operational and combined provide nearglobal measurements of forest height and structure. Such data underpin a new era of large-area approaches for
measuring forest height in regrowing forests of different ages and assessing associated regrowth rates. Two
LiDAR missions further allow for comparing independently derived forest heights and regrowth rates. This study
utilized both GEDI and ICESat-2 measurements to assess regrowth rates in regrowing forests of different ages for
the Brazilian state Rondônia. We considered 19 data subgroups stratified by beam strength, light condition, beam
sensitivity, and waveform processing algorithm to assess the retrieval uncertainty and identify data subgroups
associated with the most reliable regrowth estimates. The quality assessment of GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights
over four 50 km long airborne LiDAR strips determined a root mean square error of 4.14 m (CV = 17%) and 5.91
m (CV = 19%) and a mean error of 0.04 m and − 2.81 m, respectively. A linear calibration model between
satellite- and airborne-LiDAR heights was then derived for each data subgroup and used to calibrate satellite
heights. Forest regrowth rates were subsequently estimated for each satellite mission using a space-for-time
imputation with forest heights’ medians per stand age class. The total growth of GEDI and ICESat-2 median
forest heights after 33 years was 20.17 m (SE = 1.3 m) and 20.13 m (SE = 2.8 m), respectively. However, when
growth was approximated with different non-linear models, the total growth differed by up to 6%, and the
average regrowth rate even by up to 23%. The study revealed that omitting either the calibration step or the
removal of secondary-forest-border pixels would result in an underestimation of the regrowth rate by more than
20%. Furthermore, the ICESat-2 weak beams were found unreliable for regrowth retrieval. The study showed
that the novel satellite LiDAR data and the proposed methods could assess median forest height growth over
large areas. However, forest age errors should also be accounted for in the retrieval uncertainty before comparing
the growth estimates across different regions.
Code and data necessary to reproduce the results are freely available on GitHub and Zenodo.

1. Introduction
The Amazon rainforest is undergoing dynamic changes, being the
ecozone with the largest forest loss area globally and accommodating
13% of the total tropical forest regrowth area between 2000 and 2012
(Hansen et al., 2013). Forest regrowth plays an important role in global
terrestrial carbon sink dynamics and needs to be accurately assessed to
reduce the uncertainties in tropical carbon balance calculations (Baccini
et al., 2017; Houghton 2003; Pan et al., 2011). Furthermore, spatially

explicit information about forest regrowth is required globally to model
its effect on carbon sequestration accurately and better understand the
impact of ongoing reforestation (Chazdon et al., 2016). Thus, studying
forest regrowth as a part of the disturbance-recovery processes is the key
to better understanding forest ecosystem functioning and ecological
resilience (Poorter et al., 2016).
Traditionally, forest height growth is determined with repeated field
measurements of permanent forest plots (Clark and Clark 2001), but a
comprehensive spatio-temporal sampling for large-area monitoring is
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both time- and cost-intensive. LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
remote sensing, on the other hand, collects systematic and rapid mea
surements of forest height across forest landscapes from which temporal
change between repeat measurements can inform forest growth (Hop
kinson et al., 2008; Hyyppä et al., 2008; Næsset and Gobakken 2005).
For example, multi-temporal forest heights acquired with repeat-flight
airborne LiDAR data were used to assess rainforest regrowth in
Indonesia and boreal forest growth in Finland (Boehm et al., 2013; Yu
et al., 2004). However, this approach to measure forest growth has not
been implemented for the Amazon rainforest due to limited airborne
lidar data. As multi-temporal LiDAR measurements are rare, several
studies used a space-for-time substitution (Pickett 1989) to estimate
forest regrowth, i.e., by combining single-year LiDAR forest heights with
forest loss history (Becknell et al., 2018; Lefsky et al., 2005).
Although the above studies demonstrated that airborne LiDAR could
assess forest regrowth, its capability to study broad-scale patterns is
limited. Airborne LiDAR data provide accurate and dense estimates of
forest height, but the acquisition costs are high, and data coverage is
often limited to small regions. In contrast to airborne data, the ICESat
(The Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite, 2003–2009) mission
provided satellite LiDAR data that enabled mapping forest heights with
global coverage (Lefsky 2010; Simard et al., 2011). ICESat was the first,
and until recently, the only satellite LiDAR used to assess forest regrowth
(Dolan et al., 2009). ICESat, however, has not been operational since
2009, hampering the assessment of forest regrowth in recent years. Most
recently, the GEDI (Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation, since
4/2019) and ICESat-2 (since 10/2018) missions provide a new genera
tion of satellite LiDAR instruments producing high-resolution, contem
porary forest heights with near-global coverage, i.e., GEDI between
51.6◦ and ICESat-2 between 88◦ North and South latitudes, respectively.
Hence, these data enable studies of recent forest regrowth rates over
large areas.
The GEDI mission utilizes a waveform LiDAR instrument to sample
forest heights with footprints of 25 m in diameter, every 60 m along its
ascending and descending orbital paths (Dubayah et al., 2020). Recent
studies showed that GEDI is capable of mapping vertical forest structure
(Marselis et al., 2020; Schneider et al., 2020). GEDI heights have also
been extrapolated using multi-temporal Landsat metrics to derive a
global forest height map with a 30 m pixel size (Potapov et al., 2021).
The ICESat-2 mission carries a photon-counting laser altimeter that re
cords single photons as separate returns within highly overlapping
footprints (11 m diameter, 0.7 m along-track sampling) along transects
parallel to its ascending and descending orbital paths (Neumann et al.,
2019). ICESat-2 was designed primarily for monitoring ice, but several
studies indicated the potential of ICESat-2 products for accessing forest
height and aboveground biomass (Li et al., 2020; Narine et al., 2019;
Neuenschwander and Magruder 2019).
Since April 2019, both GEDI and ICESat-2 have been providing forest
height metrics on a near-global scale. In this early exploration phase,
most of the studies have focused on the quality assessment of terrain and
forest heights with airborne LiDAR data and the sensitivity of errors to
different acquisition and environmental parameters. Liu et al. (2021),
for example, evaluated the forest height retrieval from both GEDI and
ICESat-2 data at sites with boreal-, temperate- and rain-forests across the
United States. This study showed that ICESat-2 strong beams and GEDI
power beams combined with their night acquisitions provided the
lowest forest height root mean square errors (RMSEs) of 5.02 m and
3.56 m, respectively. The quality of ICESat-2 forest heights has been
comprehensively assessed over a vast region of boreal forest in Finland,
where the lowest forest height RMSE (2.45 m) was obtained again using
the ICESat-2 strong beams, night, and summer acquisitions (Neuensch
wander et al., 2020a). Adam et al. (2020) assessed the quality of GEDI
forest heights over two temperate forest sites in Germany, reporting the
median absolute error of 2.98 m and 3.17 m. The study also showed that
the errors were sensitive to terrain slope, forest height, and the beam
sensitivity parameter. In another quality assessment of GEDI forest

heights in a temperate forest in the Southwest of Spain, the lowest
RMSEs (3.03 m and 3.07 m) were reported for two power beams (Quirós
et al., 2021). Finally, in a study with simulated GEDI and ICESat-2 data,
Duncanson et al. (2020) have shown that ICESat-2 relative height met
rics underestimate their GEDI counterparts for a study area with
temperate, mixed, and coniferous forests in Sonoma County, California.
Until recently, only one study has focused on assessing regrowth rates
from satellite LiDAR data (Guerra-Hernández and Pascual 2021).
Guerra-Hernández and Pascual (2021) computed average heights in
crements between single-year GEDI and multi-temporal (2015–2019)
national airborne LiDAR data to assess the growth dynamics of
fast-growing tree plantations in the Northwest of Spain. A direct com
parison between GEDI and ICESat-2 estimated forest heights and forest
regrowth rates over the Amazon rainforest has yet to be studied.
In this study, we explore the utility of GEDI and ICESat-2 for
assessing regrowth rates and uncertainties in the Amazon rainforest.
Therefore, our two main objectives are:
• to define an appropriate methodology for assessing regrowth rates,
and
• to derive and compare the forest regrowth rates from GEDI and
ICESat-2 forest heights for the Rondônia state, Brazil.
To accomplish these objectives, we first calibrated and assessed the
quality of GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights with airborne LiDAR data at
two calibration sites in the Amazon rainforest. Next, we derived
regrowth rates using a space-for-time approach where single-year,
spatially distributed GEDI and ICESat-2 heights of secondary forest
were grouped according to their stand age class. The regrowth rates
were derived from an auxiliary stand age map with 33 years of forest age
history. We then analyzed the impact of ICESat-2 acquisition parameters
such as beam strength, light conditions as well as GEDI beam sensitivity
and waveform processing algorithm parameters on the retrieval of forest
heights and regrowth rates. Finally, we examined different non-linear
models to approximate the forest height distribution across the entire
33-year regrowth period.
2. Materials
2.1. Study area
The assessment of Forest regrowth was performed over the Brazilian
federal state Rondônia (237,629 km2), located in the central-west part of
Brazil (Fig. 1). Rondônia has a tropical wet-and-dry climate with rela
tively uniform average monthly temperatures ranging from 24 ◦ C to 27
◦
C, and monthly mean precipitations larger than 200 mm from
November till March and lower than 20 mm from June till August
(Harris et al., 2020). Rondônia is recognized as one of the environmental
change hotspots (UNEP 2020), and approximately 29% of its area has
undergone deforestation in the last 35 years (MapBiomas 2021).
Deforestation started in the 1970s with a fishbone pattern around the
main highway connecting the capitals of the Rondônia and Mato Grosso
states (Pedlowski et al., 1997). Deforestation resulted in a vast pasture
and agricultural area stretching diagonally across the state, and roughly
4% of the forest loss has regenerated to the secondary forest in the last
35 years (MapBiomas 2021). The remaining intact tropical forest is
located mainly in the northern and the east-central parts.
2.2. Calibration sites
The satellite LiDAR forest heights were calibrated with airborne
LiDAR forest heights available for two calibration sites in the Amazon
rainforest. The first site is located close to the Amazon river at the border
of the Tapajós National Forest (TNF), the Brazilian state Pará (Fig. 1).
Highway BR-163 splits the TNF site such that the western portion con
tains intact forest and the eastern portion contains forests disturbed
2
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Fig. 1. The location and shape of the Rondônia state with the MapBiomas land use and land cover (LULC) map in the background. The two black squares in the
overview figure show the locations of Tapajós National Forest (TNF) and Feliz Natal (FN) sites with airborne LiDAR data.

primarily by selective logging (Fig. 2a). The second site is located close
to the southern border of the Amazon rainforest in the Feliz Natal (FN)
municipality, the Mato Grosso state, Brazil (Fig. 1). The FN site includes
mainly intact forests with a few clearcuts in the southwest (Fig. 2b).
Each calibration site included two 50 km long and 200 m wide airborne
LiDAR strips, providing a total calibration area of 40 km2.

2.3. Stand age data
A 30 m stand age map of secondary forest updated annually for the
33 years between 1986 and 2018 was obtained from the benchmark
datasets of the secondary forest in Brazil (Silva Junior et al., 2020). This
freely available dataset is derived directly from annual, Landsat-based,
land use and land cover (LULC) maps, collection 4.1, produced within
the MapBiomas project (Souza et al., 2020). In addition to the LULC

Fig. 2. The calibration sites (a) at the border of the Tapajós National Forest (TNF), Pará and (b) in the Feliz Natal (FN) municipality, Mato Grosso. The red polygons
show the calibration area (40 km2) covered with the airborne LiDAR survey. The background map is a Planet biannual mosaic from 2019.
3
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maps, the stand age data considers the maximum water surface extent
(Pekel et al., 2016) and masks out false positive pixels in wetland areas.
The stand age values range from 0 to 33, where age class 1 refers to
pixels that have been classified as forest cover in 2018 after an anthropic
cover (e.g., pasture, agriculture, mining, etc.) in the previous year (Silva
Junior et al., 2020). Other age class values show how many consecutive
years a pixel stayed as forest cover after an anthropic cover. However,
age class 0 refers to pixels with non-secondary forest cover such as
old-growth forest, pasture, agriculture, mining, urban, water, etc.
To reduce the influence of satellite LiDAR geolocation errors, we
removed secondary-forest pixels (stand age >0) that had at least one
non-secondary pixel (stand age = 0) in their 3 × 3 neighborhood.
Therefore, the resulting stand age map did not include those secondaryforest border pixels.

automatically-selected algorithm setting group will be referred to as the
default RH98 values.
2.5. ICESat-2 data
The ICESat-2 ATL08, version 3, data granules with along-track
terrain and forest heights (Neuenschwander et al., 2020b) were down
loaded for the same six-month period as for the GEDI data. These input
data contained approximately 6.7 million geolocated segments for our
study area. Each segment represents 100 m of along-track photons used
to derive terrain height and relative height canopy metrics. Like GEDI,
the ATL08 segments are organized along a reference ground track cor
responding to ascending and descending orbits of the ICESat-2 satellite.
Per each reference ground track, ATL08 segments are written every 100
m along six tracks, three sampled with strong power beams and three
with weak power beams. Each strong beam is paired with a weak beam
forming three pairs in total, with 90 m and 3.3 km across-track with
in-pair and between-pair distance. The weak beams use one quarter the
energy of the strong beams and thus have lower SNR. The ICESat-2
satellite utilizes the Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System
(ATLAS), which is a green laser (532 nm wavelength) that transmits
narrow pulses of 1.5 ns (approximately 0.4 m) length 10,000 times per
second, which results in the along-track sampling of 0.7 m (Neumann
et al., 2019). The footprint diameter for each ATLAS laser is estimated to
be approximately 11 m on the ground (Magruder et al., 2020). Gener
ally, it is expected to receive one to two signal photons per pulse
interacting with land surfaces with the photon geolocation and vertical
accuracy better than 5 m and 1 m, respectively (Neuenschwander and
Magruder 2019).
For each ATL08 segment, we selected latitude, longitude, and the
RH98 metric. The latter is the 98th relative height percentile of all the
canopy photons in the corresponding segment, where the cumulative
relative height is the difference of canopy photon height and the esti
mated terrain height across the 100 m segment. Like GEDI, we addi
tionally utilized the following acquisition parameters: the ATLAS beam
number and the night flag. The ATLAS beam number was used to stratify
the data to the strong and weak beams, whereas the night flag was used
to stratify the data to the day- and night-time acquisitions.

2.4. GEDI data
The GEDI Level 2A, version 2, data granules with footprint-level
elevation and relative height (RH) metrics (Dubayah et al., 2021a)
were downloaded for the period between April 18 – October 18, 2019,
covering the first six months of GEDI data acquisition. These input data
contained approximately 10.9 million geolocated footprints in our study
area. These footprints, i.e., GEDI shots, are spatially organized along
laser tracks corresponding to ascending and descending orbits of the
International Space Station where the GEDI sensor is mounted. About
each orbital ground track, the system samples waveforms every 60 m,
along eight tracks separated by 600 m across-track distance. Four tracks
are sampled with the full power laser beams, and four tracks are sampled
with the coverage laser beams. The coverage beams use approximately
half the energy of the power beams and thus, have a lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The GEDI laser transmits 14 ns (4.2 m) long
pulses of 1064 nm laser energy and records the waveform at a 1 ns rate
(approximately 0.15 m). The mean 1-sigma horizontal geolocation error
of GEDI footprints is currently reported to be 10.2 m with release 1, but
the geolocation error is expected to be reduced in future releases (Beck
et al., 2020).
For each GEDI shot, we selected latitude, longitude, and the RH98
metric. RH98 is the relative height between the 98th percentile of the
returned laser energy and the peak of the ground return (Dubayah et al.,
2020). RH98 is selected because it is a robust metric -used to estimate
aboveground biomass by the GEDI science team (Dubayah et al., 2021b).
Several additional acquisition parameters were selected to facilitate data
filtering and stratification for the analysis. The acquisition parameters
include beam sensitivity, quality/degradation flags, and selected algo
rithm. The beam sensitivity is a quality parameter of the derived RH
metrics and ranges from 0 to 1, indicating the maximum canopy cover
that can be penetrated considering the SNR of the waveform. This
parameter was used to filter out GEDI shots with lower quality. The
quality flag indicates GEDI land surface shots that meet several quality
criteria, among which the minimum beam sensitivity measure of 0.90.
The degradation flag is set for periods with low geolocation perfor
mance. The quality and degradation flags are used to remove
low-quality GEDI shots from this analysis. The selected algorithm
identifies one of seven possible algorithm setting groups selected auto
matically for each shot based on its geolocation and waveform
complexity and then used for waveform processing. As selecting an al
gorithm setting group will directly affect the footprint-level metrics
(including RH98 and beam sensitivity), the selected algorithm was used
to stratify GEDI data and analyze how different processing strategies
affect our results. Therefore, the RH98 values corresponding to the

2.6. Airborne LiDAR data
Airborne LiDAR data were used to calibrate and assess the quality of
GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights at the TNF and FN calibration sites
(Section 2.2). At each calibration site, two parallel, 50 km in length,
airborne LiDAR strips with a swath width of 200 m were available. The
data at the FN calibration site were situated in a north-south direction
and were 40 km apart from one another. The data at the TNF calibration
site were situated in an approximately north-south direction with a
(clockwise-defined) azimuth of − 15◦ and were 11 km apart from one
another. The lidar acquisition direction followed the border direction of
TNF such that one TNF strip was placed inside the intact forest and
another outside in the disturbed forest. The FN strips mainly covered the
intact forest.
All four airborne LiDAR strips were acquired in early October 2018,
using the Optech® ALTM 3100 Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper system.
The surveys were performed through the Sustainable Landscapes project
commissioned by the United States Forest Service in collaboration with
the Brazilian Enterprise for Agricultural Research, and the data were
archived through the Carbon Monitoring System project funded by
NASA (Dos-Santos et al., 2019). The acquired data were provided as
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georeferenced, ground-classified, and noise-filtered point clouds with an
average density of more than 20 returns per m2 and up to four returns
recorded per laser pulse. For each return, its relative height to the
ground was calculated using the software package Lastools (Isenburg
2019). The relative heights were then aggregated into 1 m gridded raster
images using the 99th relative height percentile of all returns within the
raster cell. This resulted in four 1 m rasters with airborne LiDAR forest
heights that were then used for the comparison and calibration of GEDI
and ICESat-2 forest heights.

3.1. Pre-processing of GEDI and ICESat-2 data
Before parsing the data into different subgroups, two filters were
applied to exclude non-secondary-forest and low-quality GEDI shots and
ICESat-2 ATL08 segments. First, the secondary-forest GEDI shots and
ICESat-2 ATL08 segments were selected based on their spatial over
lapping with the secondary forest pixels (stand age >0) in the Rondônia
state. Second, the low-quality filter excluded erroneously large or small
GEDI shots and ICESat-2 ATL08 segments, i.e., only the shots and seg
ments with RH98 values larger than zero and smaller than 75 m were
preserved for further analysis. These two datasets are referred to as GEDI
ALL dataset and ICESat-2 ALL dataset (Table 1).

3. Methods
Several steps were introduced to assess the forest heights and
regrowth rates from GEDI and ICESat-2 data in the Amazon rainforest
(Fig. 3). First, GEDI shots and ICESat-2 ATL08 segments were preprocessed such that any data outside secondary forest or covered lowquality forest heights were excluded from the analysis (Section 3.1).
Next, the remaining GEDI shots and ICESat-2 segments were stratified
into subgroups according to their acquisition parameters (Section 3.2).
Next, for each GEDI and ICESat-2 subgroup, we analyzed the relation
between satellite- and airborne-LiDAR forest heights at the calibration
sites and derived corresponding calibration models (Section 3.3). Cali
brated GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights were used in subsequent cal
culations and comparisons. After the calibration step, we derived the
distributions of median-aggregated, single-year GEDI and ICSat-2
heights per stand age class for the Rondônia state (Section 3.4). Due
to an observed saturation of forest heights with stand age, we derived
regrowth rates from the first two decades of data by applying a linear
growth model (Section 3.5). At this stage, we analyzed regrowth
retrieval uncertainty from 19 GEDI and ICESat-2 data subgroups. In the
final step, when the most appropriate GEDI and ICESat-2 data subgroups
were identified (Section 3.6), we investigated different non-linear
models to approximate the regrowth over the entire 33-year period
(Section 3.7).
Code, input, and intermediate datasets necessary to reproduce our
results are made freely available on GitHub and Zenodo.

3.2. Stratification of GEDI and ICESat-2 data
GEDI shots were first stratified into four subgroups (Table 1). The
first group contained GEDI shots that fulfilled additional quality re
quirements, i.e., all shots with compromised quality requirements (the
quality flag = 0) or geolocation requirements (the degradation flag ≥0)
were excluded. The GEDI shots of the first subgroup were further
stratified into three additional groups applying beam sensitivity
Table 1
Overview of GEDI datasets used to understand the impact of different acquisition
parameters on the forest heights and regrowth rates. The Parent Dataset is a
dataset on which the filter in the Filter Applied column is applied.
Subgroup

Filters Applied

Parent Dataset

ALL
QS90
QS95
QS98
QS99
ALL-S2
QS90-S2
QS95-S2
QS98-S2
QS99-S2

Stand Age Map and Erroneous Forest Height
Quality and Degradation flags
Beam Sensitivity ≥0.95
Beam Sensitivity ≥0.98
Beam Sensitivity ≥0.99
Sensitivity derived with Algorithm Setting Group 2
Quality and Degradation flags
Beam Sensitivity ≥0.95
Beam Sensitivity ≥0.98
Beam Sensitivity ≥0.99

–
ALL
QS90
QS90
QS90
ALL
ALL-S2
QS90-S2
QS90-S2
QS90-S2

Fig. 3. An overview of the input data, processing, and analysis performed at the calibration and study sites. The term “Satellite LiDAR” refers to GEDI and ICESat-2
data, “RH” to relative heights, and “points” to GEDI shots or ICESat-2 ATL08 segments.
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threshold values of 0.95, 0.98, and 0.99. As the quality flag includes a
requirement on the sensitivity value, all the selected GEDI shots in those
four subgroups had a beam sensitivity greater than 0.90. It should be
noted that the data in the above GEDI subgroups were based on the
automatically-selected algorithm setting group, i.e., subgroups con
tained GEDI variables with the default values.
The above GEDI subgroups were further parsed into five GEDI sub
groups (Table 1) based on the algorithm selection group properties. The
new subgroups were formed by keeping the default RH98 values but
using the sensitivity derived with the algorithm setting group 2 (groups
with “S2” as a suffix, Table 1). GEDI shots with the automaticallyselected algorithm setting group 2 dominated (>70% of shots) for our
study and calibration sites, whereas the remaining shots were with the
automatically-selected algorithm setting group 1. That group has a
higher waveform-end threshold, providing more lower forest heights
than the algorithm setting group 2. Therefore, the S2 subgroups were
introduced to ensure more balanced forest heights with the default
RH98 values and consistent sensitivity values from the algorithm setting
group 2.
The ICESat-2 ATL08 segments were stratified into eight groups
(Table 2) based on their ATLAS beam number and the night flag
parameter. Like GEDI, the ATLAS beam number and the night flag were
used to identify points associated with either strong or weak beams and
day versus night acquisition, respectively. Those categories were used to
define eight ICESat-2 subgroups.

Several quality assessment measures were calculated from the forest
height differences ΔHGEDI and ΔHICESat2 (ΔHs = Hs − HSRef , where s is
used as a replacement for the sensor used, i.e., GEDI or ICESat-2). First,
we calculated the mean error-as:
∑ns
ΔHs
MeanE = 1
ns

where ns can be either the number of GEDI shots (nGEDI ) or the number of
ICESat-2 ATL08 segments (nICESat2 ). Then, we calculated the maximum
absolute error (MAE):
MAE = max{|ΔHs |}
and the root mean squared error (RMSE):
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
√∑
ns
2
1 ΔH s
RMSE =
ns
Finally, we calculated the mean of the reference (airborne LiDAR)
S

forest heights (HRef ):
∑ns S
S
1 HRef
H Ref =
ns

that was used to obtain the relative RMSE, i.e., CV(RMSE), by
S

dividing RMSE by HRef and multiplying with 100 to express it in per
centages.
To derive calibration models for satellite forest heights, we per
formed a regression analysis between the GEDI and ICESat-2 forest
heights (HGEDI and HICESat2 ) and their corresponding reference, i.e.,
ICESat2
). We calculated the
airborne LiDAR, forest heights (HGEDI
Ref and HRef

3.3. Calibration and quality assessment of GEDI and ICESat-2 forest
heights
The calibration and quality of GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights were
assessed using the 1 m rasters with airborne LiDAR forest heights at the
TNF and FN calibration sites. For each GEDI shot that falls inside one of
the four airborne LiDAR strips, the reference forest height (HGEDI
Ref ) was

coefficient of determination (R2 ), slope (a), and intercept (b) of the
linear calibration model to understand better the relation between sat
ellite LiDAR and airborne LiDAR forest heights. The above calibration
parameters were derived separately for each GEDI and ICESat-2 sub
group from Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Finally, a calibrated satellite
′
height (HS, g ) of a particular GEDI or ICESat-2 subgroup g was calculated

calculated as the 90th percentile height of all the raster cells inside a
circular buffer with 25 m diameter around the GEDI shot. This buffer
diameter was selected to match the GEDI footprint diameter, and the
90th percentile height was already used in previous studies to assess the
quality of GEDI forest heights and aggregate airborne LiDAR forest
heights at the Landsat pixel level (Potapov et al. 2019, 2021). The 90th
percentile height was also calculated for each ICESat-2 ATL08 segment
(HICESat2
), but using the raster cells inside an 11 m × 100 m rectangle
Ref

as:
′

Hs, g =

where s is used as a replacement for the sensor used, i.e., GEDI or ICESat2, and ag and bg are the calibration parameters for a GEDI or ICESat-2
subgroup g in Table 1 or Table 2, respectively. The calibrated satellite
heights were then used in the subsequent analysis.

centered at the ICESat-2 ATL08 segment center and oriented in the
along-track direction with its longer side. The 100 m side was selected to
match 100 m ATL08 segments, and the 11 m side was selected to match
the estimated ICESat-2 footprint diameter (Magruder et al., 2020;
Neuenschwander et al., 2020a). It should be noted that a geolocation
error for either GEDI and ICESat-2 tracks was neither estimated nor
corrected yet is potentially a significant source of uncertainty (Roy et al.,
2021). This step was omitted to assess forest height error in the presence
of geolocation error since such errors propagate through to the retrieval
of the regrowth rates.

3.4. Aggregation of forest height per stand age
GEDI shots and ICESat-2 points were grouped according to their
stand age class to derive the distribution of their forest heights across the
33 years of stand age. For each stand age i, the median GEDI and ICESat2 forest height (HSMed, i ) was calculated considering only GEDI shots and

Table 2
Overview of ICESat-2 datasets used to understand the impact of different
acquisition parameters on the forest heights and regrowth rates. The Parent
Dataset is a dataset on which the filter in the Filter Applied column is applied.
Name

Filters Applied

Parent Dataset

ALL
SN
SD
WN
WD
SND
WND
SWN
SWD

Stand Age Map and Erroneous Forest Height
Strong Beams and Nightlight Conditions
Strong Beams and Daylight Conditions
Weak Beams and Nightlight Conditions
Weak Beams and Daylight Conditions
Strong Beams and Nightlight and Daylight Conditions
Weak Beams and Nightlight and Daylight Conditions
Strong and Weak Beams and Nightlight Conditions
Strong and Weak Beams and Daylight Conditions

–
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL

Hs, g − bg
ag

ICESat-2 points within this stand age class, respectively. As our stand age
map covers the 1986–2018 period, the resulting distributions of GEDI
and ICESat-2 forest heights spanned 33 years of regrowth (i = 1, … ,
33).
Initially, we calculated the distributions from the pre-processed GEDI
and ICESat-2 data, i.e., from the two ALL subgroups in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. As the obtained distributions clearly showed a saturation of
GEDI and ICESat-2 median forest height for stand age larger than 20
years, we decided to select the first 20 years of stand age (regrowth
started between 1999 and 2018) to analyze the influence of the acqui
sition parameters on the retrieval of regrowth rates. However, different
non-linear models were analyzed to approximate the entire 33-year
regrowth period in a latter step.
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3.5. Calculation of the regrowth rates

I. Erroneous Forest Heights: Subgroups with no erroneous heights
were considered to lead to more reliable calibration models and
regrowth estimates.
II. Quality of Forest Heights: Subgroups with a smaller RMSE to
the airborne LiDAR forest heights were considered to lead to
more reliable calibration models and regrowth estimates.
III. Sample Size: Subgroups that lead to less reduction in sample size
were considered more reliable, provided they had equally accu
rate forest heights.
IV. R2 of Regrowth Rate: Subgroups with a higher R2 were
considered more reliable.
V. Distribution of Forest Heights: Subgroups with a higher R2 and
a height distribution different from the distribution of the best
performing subgroup (one with the highest R2 ) were considered
less reliable.
VI. Internal Uncertainty: Subgroups with the internal uncertainty
(regrowth and intercept differences) larger than their regrowth
and intercept standard errors were considered less reliable. The
regrowth and intercept differences were calculated relative to the
regrowth rate and the intercept of the best performing subgroup,
i.e., one with the highest R2 .

Regrowth rates were derived using a regression analysis of the me
dian GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights from the first 20 years of
regrowth. The relationship between each response variable, i.e., median
GEDI and ICESat forest height, was separately modeled using a linear
regression model with stand age as the explanatory variable:
ys = Xβs + εs
where s is used as a replacement for the sensor used, i.e., GEDI or ICESat2, ys is the vector of n observed median forest heights HSMed, i where i is

stand age (i = 1, …, n and n = 20), X is the n x 2 design matrix,
consisting of a n-dimensional vector with ones and a n-dimensional
vector with stand age values i, βs is the two-dimensional parameter
vector with the regression intercept βs0 and the regression slope βs1 as its
elements, and finally, εs is a n-dimensional vector of εi values, i.e., the
error term. The parameter vector was estimated using the ordinary least
square framework:
(
)− 1
s
̂
β = arg minε2 = X T X XT ys
β

where ε is the vector norm of the error term. The standard error of the
regression σs was calculated as:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
T
̂
ε ̂ε
s
σ =
n− 2

3.7. Non-linear regrowth models
Once the most appropriate GEDI and ICESat- 2 subgroups were
identified, we analyzed different non-linear models to best approximate
the regrowth over the entire 33-year period. Three non-linear models
were considered: spherical (SPH), exponential (EXP), and logarithmic
(LOG). Each of these three models has a continuously increasing phase
and a saturation phase, which was the behavior of our median GEDI and
ICESat-2 forest heights over the 33 years. Furthermore, the LOG model
has been used for approximating field data of Amazon rainforest growth
(Freitas et al., 2019). Although field data typically consist of a much
lower sampling size, spatial or temporal extent than satellite data, the
LOG function is important to relate remote-sensing and field-data
assessed regrowth.
The SPH model was defined as:
( ( )
⎧
( )3 )
⎨ a + b⋅ 3 x − 1⋅ x
if x ≤ c
2 c
2 c
y(x) =
⎩
a + b if x > c

s
where ̂
ε is the residual vector (̂ε = ys − ̂y s = ys − X ̂β ), and the stan
s
dard errors (SEs) of the estimated parameters (σ and σs ) as:
̂β 1
̂β 0
√
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
√
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
σ̂s = σ s C11 and σ̂s = σ s C22
β0
β1

where C11 and C22 are the diagonal elements of the cofactor matrix

(XT X)− 1 . Finally, we calculated the coefficient of determination (R2 ) as:
∑n
(̂
y i − y)
R2 = ∑i=1
n
i=1 (yi − y)
where y is the mean of our response variable HSMed .

S
S
The regression slope ̂
β 1 and intercept ̂
β 0 , their standard errors (σs
̂β 1

and σs ) as well as the coefficient of determination R2 were calculated
̂β 0
for each GEDI and ICESat-2 subgroup from Tables 1 and 2. The regres

S
where y was the median GEDI or ICESat-2 forest height (HMed
) and x was
the stand age. The coefficient a is the intercept, the coefficient b is the
forest regrowth between the intercept and the saturation, and the co
efficient c is the saturation year. A total height growth (THG) and an
average regrowth rate (ARR) for the spherical model are then calculated
as: THGSPH = a + b and ARRSPH = (a + b)/c. The EXP model was
defined as:
(
x )
y(x) = a + b⋅ 1 − e− c

S
sion slope ̂
β 1 was selected as an estimate of the average regrowth rate
within the first 20 years of forest regrowth. The standard error σs was
̂β 1
S

selected as an estimate of the uncertainty associated with ̂
β 1 . Finally, for
each GEDI and ICESat-2 subgroup, we calculated another measure, the
S
internal uncertainty, which is the absolute difference between their ̂
β1

S
and ̂
β 1 from the best performing subgroup (one with the highest R2 ).

where the coefficients a and b have the same interpretation as their
counterparts in the SPH model, whereas the saturation year is 3 c for the
EXP model (Bivand et al., 2013, p.202). THG and ARR for the expo
nential model are then calculated as: THGEXP = a + b and ARREXP = (a +
b)/3c. The LOG model was defined as:

3.6. Selection criteria for regrowth rates
Before comparing GEDI and ICESat-2 regrowth rates, we introduced
several criteria to select the most appropriate GEDI and ICESat- 2 sub
groups for the comparison, i.e., those subgroups that lead to reliable
regrowth measurements. The most appropriate subgroups had to fulfill
the following six criteria:

y(x) = a + b⋅ln(x)
where ln is the natural logarithm, the coefficient a is the intercept, and
the coefficient b controls the height stretch of the LOG model. It is noted
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that the LOG model defines different forest height increments of b, 2 b,
and 3 b, and consequently different regrowth rates of b/ e, 2 b/ e2 , and 3
b/e3 for the first e (∼ 2.7), e2 (∼ 7.4), and e3 (∼ 20.1) years of regrowth,
respectively. THG and ARR for the logarithmic model are here calcu
lated as: THGLOG = a + b⋅ln(33) and. ARRLOG = (a + 3b)/ e3
The coefficients of the SPH, EXP, and LOG models were estimated
similarly as in Section 3.5. For the SPH and EXP models, a n x 3 design
matrix (n = 33) with column elements Xi1 = dy(xi )/da , Xi2 = dy(xi )/
db, and Xi3 = dy(xi )/dc, where (i = 1, …, n), and the three-dimensional

also excluded from our regrowth assessment by removing the border
pixels from the forest age map. Finally, a few of the above GEDI shots
were found inside the intact forest (Fig. 5c). Their erroneously small
RH98 values may be possibly attributed to a combination of geolocation
error and other causes such as waveform processing error or low
sensitivity. Nevertheless, those shots were considered in the quality
assessment since such shots may also be present in the GEDI subgroups
with low sensitivity thresholds.
The beam sensitivity also affected all the quality assessment metrics
(Table 3). For increasing sensitivities, RMSE and MAE values constantly
decreased, whereas R2 value constantly increased. The QS99-S2 was the
subgroup with the lowest RMSE and the highest R2 but its 0.99 sensi
tivity threshold left only 38% of GEDI shots compared to the QS98-S2
subgroup that had similar R2 . Furthermore, the QS98-S2 subgroup had
the lowest mean error (MeanE) among all subgroups and a slightly larger
RMSE than QS99-S2.
The results also showed that QS99-S2 did not have representation
across the full range of heights (Fig. 6d). There are just a few QS99-S2
shots with RH98 and ALFH smaller than 5 m, and not a single shot in
the 5–15 m height range. This was not the case for QS95-S2 and QS98S2, whose shots covered the full range of heights (Fig. 6b and c).
Furthermore, QS95-S2 and QS98-S2 were now free from the shots with
erroneous RH98 heights (RH98 < 8 m and ALFH >12 m) located inside
the deforested plot and close to the forest border.

parameter vector β = [a b c]T were used. For the LOG model, the design
matrix had only Xi1 = dy(xi )/da, and Xi2 = dy(xi )/db columns as this
model had only two unknown parameters. Finally, the model with the
highest R2 was selected as the most appropriate to approximate the
entire 33-year regrowth period.
4. Results
4.1. Quality of GEDI forest heights and GEDI calibration models

Regression analysis between airborne LiDAR forest heights (ALFHs)
and GEDI RH98 values showed that the coefficient of determination (R2 )
constantly increased when GEDI shots with higher sensitivity were
analyzed (Fig. 4). We also observed several GEDI shots with small (<8
m) RH98 values but with ALFHs larger than 12 m (blue rectangles in
Fig. 4a and b). These GEDI shots were gradually filtered out with
increasing the sensitivity threshold and were totally excluded when the
sensitivity of 0.99 was applied (Fig. 4a–d).
The GEDI shots with RH98 < 8 m and ALFH >12 m were further
examined with the Planet bi-annual image mosaic from the first half of
2020. Most of these GEDI shots fall within a former forest plot (the green
polygon) deforested between airborne LiDAR and GEDI acquisitions
(Fig. 5a), and thus those shots were excluded from the following quality
assessment. We further excluded a few of the above GEDI shots that were
found close to the forest border (Fig. 5b) because such border shots were

4.2. Quality of ICESat-2 forest heights and ICESat-2 calibration models
The ICESat-2 subgroup with strong beams and day acquisitions (SD)
had the highest R2 (Fig. 7). There were a certain number of ICESat-2
ATL08 segments with RH98 values larger than 50 m and airborne
LiDAR heights below 50 m (blue rectangles in Fig. 7a–c). Those errant
ICESat-2 ATL08 segments were also present in the SND and SN sub
groups (Fig. 7b and c) but not in the SD subgroup (Fig. 7d). This means
that the errant segments were coming from a night acquisition.

GEDI
Fig. 4. The relation between GEDI RH98 (HGEDI ) and airborne LiDAR forest heights (HRef
) for different beam sensitivity thresholds, and the distributions of the
GEDI
corresponding forest height differences (ΔHGEDI = HGEDI − HRef
). The blue rectangles in (a), (b), and (c) delineate GEDI shots with RH98 values smaller than 8 m and

airborne LiDAR forest heights (ALFHs) larger than 12 m. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Examples of GEDI footprints with erroneous RH98 heights caused by (a) a deforestation event between airborne LiDAR and GEDI acquisitions, or (b)
geolocation error, or (c) a low sensitivity value (0.89 and 0.92). Planet Biannual mosaic (Dec.2019–June 2020) is used as the basemap. The coordinates are given in
the UTM Zone 21S coordinate reference system.
Table 3
Quality assessment metrics for GEDI subgroups with different beam sensitivity thresholds and algorithm processing strategies.
Subgroup Name

Number of Shots

Number of Orbits

MAE [m]

HRef [m]

MeanE [m]

RMSE [m]

Slope [− ]

Int. [m]

R2

ALL
QS90
QS95
QS98
QS99
ALL-S2
QS90-S2
QS95-S2
QS98-S2
QS99-S2

841
496
443
240
88
841
496
478
298
112

36
22
22
20
16
36
22
22
20
18

49.44
30.99
21.87
21.12
21.12
49.44
30.99
21.87
21.12
21.12

24.14
23.94
24.47
24.90
25.58
24.14
23.94
23.91
24.64
24.68

− 2.62
− 1.14
− 0.91
− 0.07
0.53
− 2.62
− 1.14
− 0.85
0.04
0.66

7.93
5.40
4.91
4.25
3.83
7.93
5.40
4.97
4.14
3.61

0.65
0.74
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.65
0.74
0.76
0.80
0.80

5.85
5.07
5.25
6.47
7.55
5.85
5.07
4.77
5.08
5.60

0.38
0.61
0.61
0.67
0.68
0.38
0.61
0.66
0.74
0.77

The errant ICESat-2 ATL08 segments were further examined by
looking at the relation between the SN segments with their orbit number
(Fig. 8b) and the number of canopy photons per segment (Fig. 8c). All
the errant SN segments were coming from a single orbit, but not all the
SN segments from that orbit were errant (Fig. 8b). However, the errant
SN segments were associated with a large number of canopy photons
(Fig. 8c). The remaining SN segments had a lower number of canopy
photons. When a simple threshold of 140 or less canopy photons per
segment was applied on the SN segments, almost all the erroneous
ICESat-2 heights were filtered out (Fig. 8d). Therefore, the above canopy
photon threshold was applied in all the calculations with the strongbeam night-acquisition ICESat-2 ATL08 segments.
After the canopy photon filter, the SD subgroup again had the lowest
RMSE, but the ALL subgroup had the highest R2 (Table 4). The
remaining segments in the SN and SND subgroups had a slightly higher
RMSE but included roughly 1.7 and 2.7 times more points than the SD

subgroup, respectively. The preprocessing of ICESat-2 ATL08 segments
(the stand age and erroneous heights filters) left only one valid ICESat-2
weak-beam ATL08 segment for the analysis. Thus, there were not
enough data to assess the performance of the weak-beam subgroups
(WN, WD, WND, SWN, and SWD).
The results also showed that SN segments did not have representa
tion for RH98 and ALFH heights below 20 m (Fig. 9c). However, this was
not the case for ALL, SND, and SD, whose segments covered the full
height range, though SD with only 27 segments in total (Fig. 9a, b, and
d).
4.3. Distribution of GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights across stand age
Distributions of GEDI and ICESat-2 median forest heights across
stand age showed similar general behavior with a growth and a “satu
ration” phase (Fig. 10a and b). The growth phase covered approximately
9
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GEDI
Fig. 6. The relation between GEDI RH98 (H_GEDI) and airborne LiDAR forest heights (HRef
) after excluding GEDI shots located inside the deforested plot and

excluding GEDI shots close to the forest border.

ICESat2
Fig. 7. The relation between ICESat-2 RH98 (HICESat2 ) and airborne LiDAR forest heights (HRef
) for different beam strength and light conditions, and the dis
GEDI
tributions of the corresponding forest height differences (ΔHICESat2 = HICESat2 − HRef
). The blue rectangles in (a), (b), and (c) delineate ICESat-2 ATL08 segments

with erroneously large RH98 values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. The relation between the ICESat-2 SN points and their individual orbits and number of canopy photon per the corresponding ATL08 segment.
Table 4
Quality assessment metrics for ICESat-2 subgroups with different beam strength and light condition.
Subgroup Name
a

ALL
SNa
SD
SNDa
WN
WD
WDN
SWNa
SWD
a

Number of Shots

Number of Orbits

MAE [m]

HRef [m]

MeanE [m]

RMSE [m]

Slope [− ]

Int. [m]

R2

75
47
27
74
0
1
1
47
28

4
2
2
2
0
1
1
2
2

16.90
16.90
11.76
16.90
n/a
1.03
1.03
16.90
11.76

28.84
31.69
24.59
29.10
n/a
9.39
9.39
31.69
24.05

− 2.10
− 2.81
− 1.00
− 2.15
n/a
1.03
1.03
− 2.81
− 0.93

5.38
5.91
4.42
5.41
n/a
1.03
1.03
5.91
4.35

0.69
0.62
0.72
0.68
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.62
0.73

6.87
9.37
5.99
7.16
n/a
n/a
n/a
9.37
5.66

0.74
0.53
0.86
0.72
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.53
0.87

The canopy photon filter applied, i.e., only segments with <140 canopy photons were preserved.

ICESat2
Fig. 9. The relation between ICESat-2 RH98 (HICESat2 ) and airborne LiDAR forest heights (HRef
) after excluding segments with 140 or more canopy photons.
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Fig. 10. Distributions of calibrated GEDI ALL forest heights (a) and GEDI shots (c) per stand age, as well as distributions of calibrated ICESat-2 ALL forest heights (b)
and ICESat-2 ATL08 segments (d) per stand age. It is noted that the values on y-axis in (c) and (d) have to be multiplied by 102 to get the number of shots and
segments per stand age class.

the first two decades of stand age and showed a quasi-liner increase in
both GEDI and ICESat-2 median forest heights. The “saturation” phase
covered approximately the last decade of stand age (regrowth started
between 1986 and 1996) and showed that both GEDI and ICESat-2
median forest heights preserved a certain height level but with a
larger height uncertainty compared to the growth phase. The distribu
tions of GEDI shots and ICESat-2 segments were similar (Fig. 10c and d)
but the number of GEDI shots was approximately an order of magnitude
larger than the number of ICESat-2 segments. Furthermore, the number
of GEDI shots and ICESat-2 segments in the “saturation” phase was much
smaller than their numbers in the growth phase. The GEDI and ICESat-2
interquartile ranges showed that the calibration step introduced some
negative heights, but the medians were positive for all age classes.
This first insight into median forest height distribution across stand
age was derived from the GEDI ALL and ICESat-2 ALL subgroups. Before

modeling the median heights across all 33 years of regrowth, we first
analyzed how different GEDI and ICESat-2 subgroups affect regrowth
rates in the growth phase, i.e., in the first two decades of stand age.
Then, together with the forest height quality assessment (Sections 4.1
and 4.2), the outcome of this analysis was used to identify the most
appropriate GEDI and ICESat-2 subgroups to model and compare across
the 33 years of regrowth.
4.3.1. Retrieval of GEDI regrowth rates
Linear regression of the first 20 years of forest age data showed that
the S2 subgroups had R2 > 0.90 and the highest R2 among other sub
groups with the same sensitivity threshold (Fig. 11a). Furthermore, for
the sensitivities of 0.98 or larger, the S2 subgroups had notably larger R2
than the other subgroups. Our comparison included ALL, QS90, QS95,
QS98, and QS99 subgroups with not-calibrated heights (the red bars in

Fig. 11. Coefficient of determination (R2 ), intercept and regrowth rate (slope) estimated with linear trends from the first 20 years of stand age and over different
GEDI subgroups. Vertical error bars in the slope and intercept figures show the 2-sigma interval of the estimates. QS9X refers to QS90, QS95, QS98, QS99, and ALL.
The red bars refer to the QS90, QS95, QS99, and ALL subgroups with not calibrated RH98 values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. Regrowth rates estimated from GEDI S2 subgroups with different beam sensitivity thresholds (a–e), and the corresponding distributions of RH98 values (f).

Fig. 11). However, the non-calibrated heights resulted in significantly
larger intercepts and significantly lower regrowth rates than the
remaining subgroups with calibrated heights. Their 2-sigma intervals
did not, or just partly, overlap with one another. Furthermore, the
subgroups with calibrated heights had intercepts closer to 5 m (the
minimal forest height in the forest definition (FAO 2020)) than those
with non-calibrated heights.
The height distributions of the S2 subgroups were all positively
skewed (towards smaller forest heights), but the distribution of the
QS99-S2 subgroup was platykurtic compared to the other (Fig. 12f). This
was particularly visible in the 10–20 m height range, where the QS99-S2
distribution was without a notable mode. The distributions of QS90-S2,
QS95-S2, and QS98-S2 were similar, but QS98-S2 had a slightly larger
fraction of forest heights below 5 m. Furthermore, intercepts and
regrowth rates of those three subgroups were more similar and with a
higher overlap of their 2-sigma intervals than their counterparts in
QS99-S2. The absolute difference between QS90-S2, QS95-S2, and
QS98-S2 regrowth rates was 0.02 m/year, which was below the
regrowth rates’ standard errors (0.04–0.05 m/year). The absolute dif
ference of their intercepts was 0.68 m, which was slightly above the
intercepts’ standard errors (0.54–0.58 m).

subgroups had the highest R2 (0.83 and 0.84, respectively) and very
similar regrowth rates (0.90 m/year and 0.86 m/year) and intercepts
(2.72 m and 2.80 m). However, 94% of the SWN segments were SN
segments. The remaining SWN segments were from the WN subgroup
that had a low R2 (0.21).
We found much less weak-beam ICESat-2 ATL08 segments than the
number of the strong-beam segments (~0.5 K and ~3.3 K, respectively).
For strong-beam subgroups, the number of day and night ICESat-2
segments were similar (~1.7 K and ~1.6 K, respectively), whereas for
the weak-beam subgroups, there were more day-than night-ICESat-2
segments (~0.4 K and ~0.1 K, respectively).
The height distribution of all weak beams (WND) was platykurtic
and shifted towards higher heights compared to the strong beams
(Fig. 14a and b). Furthermore, the SN and SD distributions were
different, with SN being more platykurtic and positively skewed (to
wards lower heights). The WN distribution was the most platykurtic and
different from the other distributions.
The result also showed that segments with less than 10 photons were
almost exclusively sampled with weak beams, whereas segments with
90 or more photons with strong beams (Fig. 14c and d). In the transition
zone, the weak-beam segments continued to be in the majority up to 30
photons per segment after which the strong-beam segments dominate.
For weak beams only, almost all night segments contained less than 50
canopy photons, whereas almost all day segments contained not more
than 80 canopy photons. Based on these results, we do not have confi
dence in the weak beam regrowth rates.

4.3.2. Retrieval of ICESat-2 regrowth rates
The retrieved regrowth rates differed for all ICESat-2 subgroups
(Fig. 13). All the weak-beam subgroups (WN, WD, and WND) and the SD
and SWD subgroups had small R2 (0.01–0.50). The SN and SWN
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Fig. 13. Regrowth rates estimated from ICESat-2 subgroups with different beam strength and light conditions.

Fig. 14. The distributions of calibrated ICESat-2 RH98 values for strong-beam (a) and weak-beam (b) subgroups as well as the distributions of the canopy photons
per ATL08 segment for strong-beam (c) and weak-beam (d) subgroups.
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4.4. Selection of GEDI and ICESat-2 subgroups

4.5. Regrowth assessment with non-linear models

The above analysis gave us the most confidence in the regrowth rates
derived from the QS98-S2 and SN subgroups. Other GEDI and ICESat-2
subgroups failed or were not convincing in at least one of the criteria
listed in Section 3.6. For example, QS99-S2 had the smallest RMSE and
the highest R2 compared to ALFH, but its height distribution, the
intercept, and the regrowth rate were not consistent with the other S2
subgroups. Next, QS90-S2, QS95-S2, and QS98-S2 had similar intercepts
and regrowth rates, but QS98-S2 had the smallest RMSE and the highest
R2 among them when ALFH was used as a reference. Furthermore,
QS90-S2 showed that shots with such low sensitivities could contain
erroneously small forest heights. The ICESat-2 weak-beam subgroups
(WND, WN, and WD) failed on almost all the criteria. The SD subgroup
had the smallest RMSE and the highest R2 (whit ALFH as a reference) but
notably smaller R2 in the regrowth-rate regression analysis than the
selected SN subgroup (0.50 and 0.83, respectively). Finally, SWN per
formed as good as SN, but we preferred SN because it did not contain
non-descriptive heights from the WN segments.

The spherical model best approximated the QS98-S2 and SN median
height-distributions across the 33 years of regrowth, resulting in the
highest R2 among the three non-linear models (Fig. 15 and Table 5). The
logarithmic model had the lowest R2 . The differences among THGs or
ARRs were less sensitive to the selection of a satellited LiDAR dataset
than to a non-linear model. For example, the difference among TGHs
retrieved with the SPH model from the QS98-S2 and SN subgroups
(20.17 m and 20.13 m, respectively) were smaller than the differences
among TGHs retrieved from the QS98-S2 subgroup using the SPH, EXP,
or LOG models (20.17 m, 21.06 m, 20.46 m, respectively). Nevertheless,
the THG differences were below or close to the standard errors of the
parameters. Finally, the SPH model showed a saturation after 25–26
years, whereas the EXP and LOG models showed no apparent saturation.
The difference in saturation among the models also affected the corre
sponding ARRs.

Table 5

a, ̂
b, and ̂c ) and their standard errors (σ̂a , σ̂, and σ̂c ) retrieved for spherical (SPH), exponential (EXP), and logarithmic
Coefficient of determination (R2 ), coefficients (̂
b

(LOG) models fitted through the GEDI QS98-S2 and ICESat-2 SN subgroups. The average regrowth rates (ARRs) and the total height growths (THGs) were calculated as
defined in Section 3.7.
Subgroup

Model

R2

̂
a [m]

̂
b [m]

̂c [years]

σ̂a [m]

σ̂ [m]

σ̂c [years]

THG [m]

ARR [m/yea]

QS98-S2
QS98-S2
QS98-S2
SN
SN
SN

SPH
EXP
LOG
SPH
EXP
LOG

0.87
0.86
0.82
0.70
0.67
0.63

6.57
4.73
4.31
2.16
0.33
− 0.19

13.60
16.33
4.62
17.97
20.94
5.89

26.08
10.76
n/a
25.26
10.89
n/a

0.80
1.38
1.07
1.75
3.04
2.20

1.01
1.22
0.39
2.23
2.68
0.81

1.26
2.47
n/a
1.75
4.33
n/a

20.17
21.06
20.46
20.13
21.27
20.40

0.77
0.65
0.90
0.80
0.65
0.87

b

Fig. 15. Spherical (a) and (d), exponential (b) and (d), and logarithmic (c) and (f) models fitted over the 33 stand age period of the median GEDI and ICEsat-2 forest
heights, respectively.
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5. Discussion

distribution for tropical forests is 0.6 (Neuenschwander and Magruder
2016) in the strong beam case and 0.15 in the weak beam case. A recent
study shows that those numbers are much larger when calculated from
the ICESat-2 data acquired over a region in the Amazon rainforest., i.e.
1.31 and 0.96 for the strong and the weak case, respectively (Neu
enschwander et al., 2022). For this reason, we conservatively rejected
ATL08 segments with more than 140 canopy photons due to the likeli
hood that segments with many canopy photons were mislabeled. By
imposing this criterion, we removed the forest height outliers in the
strong beam, night case. All rejected ATL08 segments were from the
same granule, lending to the theory that the errant heights were likely
caused by an external factor (i.e., low-lying clouds or fog).
Our results regarding the poor performance of the weak beam in
forest height retrieval are confirmed by other studies. Although the
forest heights extracted from the weak beam can often be considered
valid, they always have a higher uncertainty (Neuenschwander et al.,
2020a). For this reason, we felt we could not include them in the
regrowth rates.
RMSE of ICESat-2 forest heights reported here are comparable with
other ICESat-2 studies. The smallest RMSE of forest heights (4.42 m) was
obtained with the SD subgroup, whereas the selected SND subgroup had
a larger RMSE (5.41 m) and provided a larger sample size. Those values
are similar to the RMSE value (5.02 m) reported for the study sites with
diverse forest types (mainland temperate forest, Alaskan tundra, and
Hawaiian rainforest) in the United States (Liu et al., 2021). However,
our RMSEs are larger than one (2.45 m) reported for the test site with the
boreal forest in Finland (Neuenschwander et al., 2020a). The study from
Finland, however, applied a geolocation correction and was highly se
lective in the ATL08 segments analyzed.
For our two airborne LiDAR sites, the RMSEs of ICESat-2 forest
heights are larger but still similar to the RMSEs of GEDI forest heights.
The RMSE of the ICESat-2 SD subgroup (4.42 m) is similar to the RMSE
values observed from the GEDI QS98-S2 subgroup (4.14 m). However,
one important caveat to this result is a low number of ICESat-2 orbits (2)
compared to the number of GEDI orbits (22) for the two sites. Never
theless, ongoing global and pan-tropical calibration/validation initia
tives of the GEDI and ICESat-2 Science Teams will be based on more
data, which will give additional evidence of that relation.

5.1. Forest heights
5.1.1. GEDI forest heights and beam sensitivity
The GEDI beam sensitivity parameter demonstrated to be an
important quality indicator of GEDI shots. We found the RMSE of forest
heights decreased when increasing the sensitivity threshold from 0.90
towards 0.99 in the filtering of GEDI shots. GEDI shots with sensitivity
0.95 or larger (the QS95-S2, QS98-S2, and QS99-S2 subgroups) were
free from erroneous GEDI heights. The QS99-S2 had the smallest RMSE
and the highest R2 among the subgroups. However, such filtering
excluded heights in the 5–15 m range from the calibration (Fig. 6d) and
then, in the regrowth assessment, left heights with a distribution
different from the distributions from QS95-S2 and QS98-S2 heights
(Fig. 12f). Those differences introduced inconsistencies between the
QS99-S2 regrowth rate the QS95-S2 and QS98-S2 regrowth rates.
Finally, we selected QS98-S2 because it had a smaller RMSE, a higher R2 ,
and was more restrictive on the sensitivity values than QS95-S2.
The GEDI Level 2A Version 2 algorithm setting group selection im
pacts the derived GEDI variables such as beam sensitivity and RH98.
This was accounted for by introducing two different selection strategies
for those two GEDI variables (Table 1). Our results showed that the
strategy with using the default RH98 values together with the sensitiv
ities from the algorithm setting group 2 (the S2 subgroups) out
performed the default selection strategy, i.e., one with all the default
values (the QS90–QS99 subgroups). The QS90-QS99 subgroups per
formed similar to the S2 subgroups in the regrowth assessment, except
for the sensitivities of 0.98 or larger. However, when airborne LiDAR
heights were used as a reference, the QS90-QS99 subgroups had the
largest RMSE and the lowest R2 than their counterparts in the S2
subgroups.
The smallest RMSE of forest heights (3.61 m) was obtained with the
QS99-S2 subgroup, whereas the selected QS98-S2 subgroup had a
slightly larger RMSE (4.14 m). The RMSE observed for the rainforest
were larger than the RMSEs (2.98–3.56 m) reported for forest sites in
Germany, Spain, and United States (Adam et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021;
Quirós et al., 2021). However, the latter RMSEs correspond to GEDI data
that were either corrected for the geolocation error (Liu et al., 2021;
Quirós et al., 2021) or free from specific low-quality orbits (Adam et al.,
2020). Nevertheless, it is encouraging to see that the RMSEs are
generally similar even though the Amazon rainforest has the highest
structural complexity that can notably attenuate laser energy and
decrease the detection accuracy of the ground as well as the accuracy of
relative height metrics.

5.2. Regrowth assessment
5.2.1. Regrowth rates
Approximation of median GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights with the
spherical model provided total growth estimates of 20.17 m and 20.13 m
with standard errors of 1.3 m and 2.8 m. Their average regrowth rates
were 0.77 m/year and 0.80 m/year, respectively. Those regrowth rates
are comparable to values found in other LiDAR-based studies. For
example, Becknell et al. (2018) reported regrowth rates of the Brazilian
Atlantic forest between 0.9 m/year and 0.6 m/year on linearly modeled
regrowth periods of 10 and 20 years, respectively. The regrowth rates in
Becknell et al. (2018) are based on median airborne LiDAR heights and a
Landsat-based disturbance history map for a 50 km2 large study site.
Then, Chave et al. (2020) reported a total growth of 18.04 m in the
median forest height after 33 years of secondary forest regrowth in
French Guiana. This total growth was calculated from a 4 km2 area of the
secondary forest site surveyed with airborne LiDAR.
The above regrowth rates were similar to field observations from 72
restoration sites in the neighboring Brazilian state Mato Grosso (Freitas
et al., 2019). They modeled forest heights derived from the ten tallest
individuals across 10 years of regrowth and derived two logarithmic
models corresponding to different soil base saturation. They obtained

5.1.2. ICESat-2 forest heights and canopy photons
Because ICESat-2 is a photon counting system, rather than a fullwaveform system, only a few photons are detected by the ATLAS
receiver for each outgoing shot. The number of detected photon events
associated with each outgoing laser pulse is a function of the transmitted
laser energy, surface reflectance, solar conditions, and scattering and
attenuation in the atmosphere. The outgoing energy of the strong beams
is four times the outgoing energy of the weak beams. Similarly, the
detector array for the strong beams consists of a 4 × 4 array, where the
weak beam array is a 2 × 2. The ATL08 data product is reported at the
100 m segment length along the orbit path. Based on the reported 70 cm
distance between outgoing shots, each ATL08 segment should consist of
approximately 140 shots in the along-track direction. Based on prelaunch simulations, the mean number of photons based on a Poisson
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the intercepts of 1.27 m and 0.8 m as well as the scaling coefficients of
3.10 m and 3.16 m, which resulted in total 10-year growth of 8.40 m and
8.08 m, respectively. Those values were derived assuming the natural
logarithmic model, but that was not explicitly stated in the study.
Nevertheless, the observed differences between LiDAR-based and
field-based regrowth rates are expected, considering the differences in
the forest height definition and sampling size.
It should be noted that the above regrowth rates were under
estimated when any of the processing steps, such as the removal of
secondary-forest border pixels (Section 2.3) or the calibration of forest
heights (Section 3.3), was omitted. For example, the QS98-S2 regrowth
rate (from the linear approximation of the 20-year regrowth period)
dropped from 0.65 to 0.50 m/year when the secondary-forest border
pixels were not removed (Fig. 12d and Figure A1d, respectively). This
was a reduction of more than 20% in the regrowth rate estimate. In
addition, R2 reduced from 0.91 to 0.85, and the regrowth intercept
increased from 7.17 to 10.94 m. Next, when only the calibration step
was omitted, the regrowth rate dropped to 0.50 m/year, the regrowth
intercept increased to 10.25 m, whereas R2 remained the same
(Figure A2d). Other results related to those GEDI subgroups are not
presented here to discourage any further usage of such subgroups and
avoid potential misinterpretations of their results.

heights were compared with a nationwide forest height product over
different ecozones in Canada (Mulverhill et al., 2022, Fig. 5). Such
systematic distortions of satellite heights reduced the height range and
introduced a “saturation” effect in a regrowth model based on
non-calibrated heights (Fig. 16b). In addition, the systematic distortions
led to larger regrowth intercepts, which in turn provided an underesti
mation of regrowth rates. As our calibration models were different for
each subgroup, it was necessary to apply them and use the calibrated
satellite heights in the comparison and parameter retrieval.
Our linear calibration models, based on the two calibration sites in
the Amazon rainforest, provided regrowth intercepts close to 5 m, i.e.,
the minimal forest height according to the forest definition. Further
more, the resulting average regrowth rates were similar to ones derived
from the previous airborne LiDAR and field studies. This shows that our
calibration models are acceptable, but due to a limited sample size, some
of our models may be suboptimal. For example, our ICESat-2 SN cali
bration data did not have forest heights below 20 m, whereas the SD
data had a small sample size (Fig. 9c and d). Next, due to an imperfect
model and high data dispersion, some of our calibrated heights were
negative (Fig. 10a and b). Truncating those heights to zero would only
result in a larger intercept and a lower regrowth rate. Thus, we decided
to use the medians of the calibrated heights because they were all pos
itive real numbers. Finally, a larger sample size covering the whole
calibration domain and a non-liner (or piecewise linear) modeling with
constraints may lead to more accurate calibration models.

5.2.2. Regrowth intercepts
In addition to regrowth rates, our regrowth assessments resulted in
GEDI and ICESat-2 intercepts of 6.57 m and 2.16 m, respectively. The
ICESat-2 intercepts for each of the three non-linear models were lower
than the GEDI intercepts, which might be due to different pulse width,
imperfect calibration models, and a coarser spatial resolution of ATL08
segments compared to GEDI footprints. The intercepts theoretically refer
to the median heights of the secondary forest with age 0, but age class
0 in our stand age map refers to the non-secondary forest cover.
Therefore, it is more appropriate to look at the median forest height in
the first year of regrowth (stand age = 1), which can be calculated by
adding the corresponding ARR to the intercept. Those median heights
refer to pixels that have been just classified as forest cover after an an
thropic cover (e.g., pasture or agriculture) in the previous year (Silva
Junior et al., 2020). Therefore, the median heights in the first year of
regrowth are expected to be similar to the minimal forest height speci
fied in the forest class definition. According to the FAO definition (FAO
2020), the minimal forest height is 5 m, which was overestimated by the
SPH model and GEDI data (7.34 m).

5.2.4. Median heights and regrowth uncertainty
Our approach with median GEDI and ICESat-2 forest heights is
robust to outliers, but as a spatial aggregate, it also smooths out spatial
variability of forest growth. Our study covers a wide range of regrowth
types, from heavily disturbed to natural regenerations, which are here
jointly considered in their type-independent median heights. Further
more, it was observed that the forest height distribution per height class
was skewed for young ages and that with the selection of the median
heights might have affected the outcome of the model. Extensive, multidate field reference data would help to better understand changes in
height compared to satellite estimates. Such studies would also require
other validation datasets such as large-area, multi-temporal airborne
LiDAR data that overlap widely with the satellite LiDAR tracks. There
fore, it should be noted that our study presented an internal uncertainty
of regrowth, i.e., regrowth precision, but future studies are necessary to
assess the regrowth accuracy.
Our median heights also include errors coming from the stand age
map that were not analyzed here, yet they can potentially be an
important uncertainty source. The stand age map used here was derived
from the forest class in the annual MapBiomas land use maps. Therefore,
commission errors of the forest class will include satellite LiDAR heights
from the non-secondary forest cover, such as pasture or even old-growth
forest, into the calculation of median heights. Those commission errors

5.2.3. Calibration of satellite LiDAR
The calibration analysis showed that GEDI and ICESat-2 forest
heights tended to overestimate lower forest heights and underestimate
higher forest heights, when compared to the airborne LiDAR forest
heights (Fig. 16a). An underestimation of higher forest heights with
ICESat-2 RH95 values was reported in a recent study where those

Fig. 16. Schematic representation of (a) a calibration model between satellite- and airborne- LiDAR heights, and (b) regrowth models derived using calibrated and
non-calibrated satellite LiDAR heights.
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propagate further into stand age classes by accumulating annual forest
masks. Furthermore, the uncertainty of our calibrated heights (σ 2H′ ) de

outperformed other selection strategies. On the other hand, ICESat-2
ATL08 segments with more than 140 canopy photons per segment
were excluded as they contained erroneously large forest heights.
The study revealed that calibration of satellite LiDAR heights with
airborne LiDAR heights was necessary to avoid erroneously large
regrowth intercepts and an underestimation of forest regrowth rate.
RH98 values of both satellite missions often overestimated lower forest
heights and underestimated higher forest heights, introducing a “satu
ration” effect of the median forest heights of 25 years or older secondary
forests. Although a simple linear calibration model was able to correct
those systematic distortions, it is expected that the calibration models
can be further improved by including a larger calibration sample size,
and refining approaches to quality filtering and selection of algorithm
parameters. The study also showed that omitting either the calibration
step or the removal of secondary-forest-border pixels would result in an
underestimation of the regrowth rate by more than 20%.
The regrowth assessment showed that regrowth rates based on
ICESat-2 subgroups were more variable than ones based on the GEDI
subgroups. In addition, the ICESat-2 weak beams were found unreliable
for regrowth retrieval. Therefore, we used only ICESat-2 strong night
beams combined with the canopy photon filter. The GEDI shots with
sensitivities larger than 0.95 and 0.98 provided similar regrowth rates
with the highest R2 . However, the shots with sensitivities of 0.98 or
larger were preferred because they had a smaller RMSE and a higher R2
when the airborne LiDAR heights were used as a reference.
Finally, the study showed that the spherical model best approxi
mated GEDI and ICESat-2 median forest height across the 33-year
regrowth period. The second-best model (exponential) had a similar
R2 , but yielded 18% and 23% lover ARR estimates for GEDI and ICESat2, respectively, reviling how important can be a selection of a non-linear
model in regrowth assessment. When the non-linear model was fixed,
the differences between the GEDI and ICESat-2 estimates of the total
height growth were within their standard error. However, GEDI esti
mates were preferred because of their larger sample size in regrowth and
calibration analysis, better forest height accuracy, and lower internal
uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is encouraging to see a general agreement
between GEDI and ICESat-2 estimates, considering their differences in
spatial and temporal resolution as well as the LiDAR principle.
This study demonstrated that novel satellite LiDAR data and the
proposed methodology could assess median forest regrowth rates over
large areas. However, the study also demonstrated the uncertainty
associated with the retrieval of regrowth rates from GEDI and ICEsta-2
data. Errors on the age of secondary forest were not studied here but
can potentially affect the retrieval of regrowth rates. Therefore, it would
be necessary to study those errors further and understand how the
retrieval uncertainty affects specific applications such as terrestrial
carbon sink mapping, an ecological resilience assessment, or detection
of forest degradation processes.

pends on the accuracy of calibration parameters (σ 2a and σ2b ), but also on

the calibrated height itself (H ), which can be seen after applying a
simple error propagation on the calibration equation and neglecting the
covariance terms:
′

′

H =

)
H− a
1(
′2
→ σ 2H′ = 2 σ 2H + σ2a + H ⋅ σ 2b
b
b

where a and b are the calibration intercept and slope, whereas H is the
observed satellite LiDAR height. Together with the stand age errors, this
dependency of height error on its magnitude is why our median heights
were more variable when going towards older stand age classes (Fig. 10a
and b and Fig. 15). The omission errors of forest age class are not ex
pected to affect the median heights significantly as they will only
decrease the sample size. However, this is true only when those omis
sions happen randomly and do not significantly change the distribution
of sampled heights. To assess how the stand age errors influence final
regrowth rates, it would require a separate study design and method
ology tailored according to that goal. Nevertheless, those advances are
necessary to fully understand uncertainties associated with the regrowth
rate retrieval.
5.3. Outlook
This study looked at methodological steps and uncertainty associated
with the estimation of large-scale regrowth rates from contemporary
satellite LiDAR data over the Amazon rainforest. The methodology
presented here can be transferred to other regions to compare regrowth
rates or look at different regrowth and reforestation types. Such spatial
variabilities in regrowth rates are necessary, e.g., to identify regions
with degraded ecosystem functioning, which is important for assessing
their ecological resilience. The regrowth rate uncertainty presented
here, together with future studies on the uncertainties caused by the
errors in stand age maps, can help to determine the significance of the
spatial variability in the regrowth rates.
Another step forward is to relate regrowth directly to aboveground
biomass (AGB) gain, which is required to estimate and map the terres
trial carbon sink accurately. An important development in that direction
is the GEDI footprint-level AGB density product, and its first version has
been recently published by the GEDI Science Team (Dubayah et al.,
2021b). Our results showed that the errors of ICESat-2 regrowth rate
estimates from spatially aggregated median height estimates over large
areas such as the state of Rondônia in Brazil are comparable to those
from GEDI, which is encouraging for mapping AGB gain in the boreal
domain that is not covered with GEDI data. Direct contributions to that
end are the ongoing mapping of boreal-wide AGB with ICESat-2 forest
heights supported through the NASA ABoVE program and the ICESat-2
Science Team.
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This study on assessing Amazon rainforest regrowth from GEDI and
ICESat-2 data revealed the importance of satellite LiDAR data and their
ability to retrieve forest regrowth rates. Our results showed that erro
neous forest heights were excluded when GEDI shots with a beam
sensitivity of 0.95 or larger were selected. Furthermore, the strategy
using RH98 values from the automatically-selected algorithm setting
group and with the beam sensitivities from the algorithm setting group 2
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Fig. A.1. Regrowth rates assessed when the secondary-forest border pixels were not removed from the stand age map. The results were derived for the GEDI S2
subgroups with different beam sensitivity thresholds (a–e), and the corresponding distributions of RH98 values (f).

Fig. A.2. Regrowth rates assessed when the calibration of GEDI forest heights was not applied. The results were derived for the GEDI S2 subgroups with different
beam sensitivity thresholds (a–e), and the corresponding distributions of RH98 values (f).
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